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Vision Questionnaire 
Please share your observations of how your child uses their vision in daily tasks. Answer yes or 
no to the questions below. If you are unsure, leave the question blank. 

Does your child …. Yes No 

Cover or close an eye when looking at someone or something within close range 
(two feet or closer)? 

  

Frown or squint an eye when looking at something far away (two feet or further)?    

Tilt / turn head to the side, lift /lower chin, and/or thrust head forward or backward 
when looking at something at near or far range?  

  

Hold an object very close to his or her eyes when looking at it?    

Have trouble seeing small objects, such as a small piece of cereal left on tray / 
table?  

  

Consistently NOT make eye contact with familiar people (after two months of 
age)?  

  

Close eyes or turns face away when listening to others talk?    

Does not smile in response to another person’s smile?    

Stare at lights sources (overhead lights or windows) for a long period of time?    

Prefer certain colors; chooses items with these colors over items with other colors 
(e.g., seems to look more intently at objects that are red.)? 

  

Recognize familiar people only after they speak?    

Notice people, pets, or objects only when they are moving?   

Seem to have inconsistent visual abilities (e.g., seems to change from morning to 
night or from day to day or between activities)?  

  

Miss objects he or she is simultaneously looking at and reaching for (e.g., require 
multiple attempts to get the item)?  

  

Look away when reaching toward a nearby object?    

Stumble frequently over objects that are in his or her path or bump into walls?    

Have difficulties detecting a change in floor surface, such as from tile to carpet? 
Hesitate or miss detecting step or a curb?  

  

Lose interest quickly in games, projects or activities that require using his or her 
eyes for an extended period of time?  

  

Avoid looking at books, drawing, playing games or doing other projects that 
require focusing up close?  

  

Appear to only see an object when it’s separated (isolated?) from other items 
(e.g., cannot find a specific toy when it’s among other objects)? 

  

 


